Influence of blood pressure variability on the life of arteriovenous fistulae in maintenance hemodialysis patients.
Although numerous risk factors for arteriovenous fistulae (AVF) dysfunction have been identified, these risk factors do not explain all cases of AVF dysfunction. Because of the importance of blood pressure variability (BPV) in vascular injury, the predictive value of BPV for AVF dysfunction, was evaluated in this prospective cohort study. Twenty-four-hour BP monitoring at the intervals of dialysis was recorded every 3 months in 137 patients. The expression of smooth muscle actin (SMA) and the infiltration of mononuclear cells and T lymphocytes were determined by immunohistochemistry on the specimens of fistula vessels. Eighteen patients developed AVF dysfunction. Cox proportional hazards multivariate analysis revealed a significant relationship between fistula dysfunction and daytime systolic-BPV (d-SBPV), nighttime systolic-BPV (n-SBPV), diabetes mellitus, and initial venous diameter. Patients with AVF dysfunction were observed to have increased SMA expression and more infiltration of inflammatory cells in venous walls compared with the controls. A significant correlation between SBPV and the infiltration of CD68-positive cells was observed. Our study showed that the degrees of SBPV were significantly associated with the risk of AVF dysfunction. Potentially, the increase of SBPV will aggravate venous wall inflammation and may play a role in AVF dysfunction.